Plusimple

Type of organization
AI, Big data application/ digital health solution supplier

Headquarters (country)
Italy

Maturity Level
In the market

Organization description
Plusimple is a secure Plug & Play technology that connect the entire healthcare loop in a fast growing healthcare network.

Solution/service description
Plusimple is a Plug&Play digital solution aimed to facilitate communication and engagement between all the health stakeholders with a secure and scalable technology that generates a fast growing health network. Here you can find an introductory video

https://youtu.be/Ig8yhKBblJ0

Features/product description
Plusimple is a web based platform built to meet the specific needs of the healthcare’s world. It offers to health professionals and medical facilities a smart solution to increase their online visibility and get in touch with patients, associations and collaborators in an organized and safe way.

Contact
www.plusimple.com
Name: Claudio Piccarreta
Mail: claudio@plusimple.com